Cy Twombly, Untitled (Roses), 2008

Fantasy from poetry
Acrylic paint, paintbrush, pastel, oil, wax chalks, paper, canvas, wood, large format where possible

I like poets because I can find a condensed phrase. (1)

Art and literature are both means of expression. What are the differences? What do they have in common?

Is there a poem or a quote from a book that you are particularly fond of ..., or lines from a song, that you cannot get out of your head?

Design a large-format picture on this topic using liquid paints or chalks and include the text.

Write your own poem about your work, or about Twombly’s work.

Painting, abstract expressionism, poetry, creative writing, drawing

Acrylic paint, paintbrush, pastel, oil, wax chalks, paper, canvas, wood, large format where possible